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Disclaimer
The views expressed in this Newsletter are not necessarily those of the Club's Committee or its Editor. The information in this newsletter is published in good
faith and for general information purpose only.
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3300 3668/ 0421 444 173

barbara.dearling@gmail.com
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Website: Vintage Vehicle Touring Enthusiasts (vvte.com.au)

Check the Website for more photos!
http://vvte.com.au/galleries/

LOOKING AHEAD
VVTE Calendar
DATE

CLUB & INVITATION EVENTS

CONTACT

No official runs until further notice.

Hello Enthusiasts,
A month has flown by since the VVTE Annual General meeting
was held in Coominya on 12 July. Members gathered on a sheltered verandah
chatting enthusiastically, a hint of rain loitering in an overcast sky.
Four vintage vehicles escaped their garage doors that morning, touring various
roadways until they assembled, resplendent, in the carpark. Some members
travelled modern and one braved two wheels, assured by friends that no rain would
fall. That would become another story for another day.
The General Meeting proceeded well, after the dust and cobwebs were removed
from the previous meeting minutes, held long ago, in October 2019.
Opposite points of view were vigorously debated as recorded in the minutes.
During the AGM, committee members were elected with only one change from the
previous twelve months. Our new magazine editor is Graham Allum.
Hedley is still smiling and whistling.
Since that day our 1930 has been out and about locally and participated in the
Buick Pre-War run at the end of July. The '30, a normally reliable car, unfortunately
ground to a halt on another drive up the A2 Bypass road to Toowoomba. That tale is
retold in another section of the newsletter. The end result being that the Roadster
drove to the repair shop this Monday for TLC.
Our next run has not yet been finalised and our usual October weekend is on hold
for this year, due to COVID-19 considerations.
Notification of the next VVTE day run and general meeting should be announced
soon, in a separate email to members.
So Enthusiasts, until we meet, may gentle breezes guide your vintage travels.
Barbara Dearling
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General Meeting
Meeting location, Back Veranda Bellevue Hotel

Meeting opened 9:48AM.
Coominya.
Members as per Attendance book, 15
Visitors. Nil
Apologies as per attendance book. 5
Minutes of Last meeting held at Crows Nest caravan Park 6th October 2019.
Moved, Geoff Price, Seconded Graham A, Carried.
Business arising: - Our club only has to be incorporated for members to get
concessional rego on their vehicles, we don’t have to belong to the QHMC.
Spencer wanted to know how the committee passed a new members vehicle as a
club car. Our dating officer looked at the vehicle, and going by the application form
for VVTE, the committee looked at the form and the first four criteria all passed, in
the second four only 2 has to pass, and two have to be in the spirit of vintage
motoring, Three passed, leaving the gearbox in question, the committee thought that
it was in the spirit, and accepted the vehicle as a club car. Spencer wanted to know
the results of the voting of the committee, for the record, there were three for and
one against. Barbara spoke at length about the vehicle with Spencer, and they
virtually agreed that they had to disagree with the result.
Barbara asked Brian McMillan for his comments from the VCCQ’s club perceptive,
they had to change their ideas so as to get more members to join their club.
Correspondence In: - Letter from VCCQ regarding events thru the year, with
COVID-19 all were cancelled. Two emails, one for President, one for Web master,
for the AGM.
Correspondence Out, Nil.
Reports. President, Report will be in the Magazine. Same as for the AGM meeting
that follows this meeting.
Reports, Treasurer, Elaine moved, seconded Peter, Carried, Separate sheet
attached for secretary to file. And a copy for the Office of Fair Trading, when it is
received. Books match Bank Statement.
Editor, Hedley has been holding the spot waiting for a permanent taker.
Any new members? Nil.
Web Master. Peter said hackers are still trying to get access to the site,
Web site going OK. Report will be in the AGM minutes.
Forms are on the site. Keep photos coming for Peter to add to our V.V.T.E. site?
Dating Officers, Nil.
General Business. Committee will up-date members list. Graham said there are two
pages in Facebook, a Public page, and a member’s page. In the member’s page,
that is where you put any impromptu runs, Message Graham with Run details and
date, or call him on the phone if you don’t have Facebook.
Next meeting, will be advised, wait for details.
Meeting closed 10:24AM.
The 2020 AGM of VVTE followed, then a drive to the ESK Grand Hotel for lunch.
Geoff Adcock Secretary,
Barbara Dearling, President.
gggggeeeeennnnneeeeerrrrraaaaalllllmmmmmeeeeeeeeeetttttiiiiinnnnnggggg
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President's Report

AGM / VVTE 12 July 2020

Sitting to write the 2019-2020 report, I glance back over invitational runs that various
members had planned to attend in 2020. From Dubbo and Toowoomba in May to a 150 years
rally to be held in Victoria, plus many other events known to Enthusiasts that they had
looked forward to attending.
Zoom until March 2020 had me travelling leisurely down country roads in a vintage car.
However it became one means of vital work, leisure and family communication for many
Australians as the lockdown and consequences of a coronavirus took hold of our lives.
This report contains mainly reflections of our activities and shared friendship pre-2020 that a
pandemic called COVID-19 influenced with a vice-like grip over our plans and lives.
One highlight was the invitation to attend the seventy kilometre drive of the Toowoomba
Second Range Crossing on Saturday September 7. Six VVTE members' cars partook in the
inaugural drive that also involved cars from three other Toowoomba and Lockyer Valley
clubs. It was a memorable day.
Our October 2019 weekend was spent in Crow's Nest with a visit to the Highfields Pioneer
Village where one could always spend more time than was ever available.
The new year was looking promising until all endeavours were suddenly cancelled due to
COVID-19.
None of our club's achievements happen without the efforts of many and participation by all.
My year as your president was supported admirably by the management committee
members. Thank you all for your help and guidance.
In closing, may I extend a broader thanks to all members of VVTE. May we all travel safely
into 2021 as our vintage vehicles emerge from a time that no one predicted.
Barbara Dearling, President, VVTE, July 2019 – June 2020
ooooo00000OOOOO00000ooooo

VINTAGE VEHICLE TOURING ENTHUSIASTS Inc.
Minutes of AGM held on 12th July, 2020– Back Veranda Coominya Pub.
Meeting opened: 10:31 AM by President, Barbara Dearling welcomed members
Attendance: 15 Members as per attendance book.
Apologies:
Members listed in the attendance book
Visitors: Nil.
Previous AGM minutes held at Rosewood Bendigo bank on July 6th 2019, were
read and taken as correct, Moved Barbara, seconded Peter.
Carried.
President’s Report: See separate attached sheet,
Web Masters Report. Refer to separate attached sheet.
Report moved by Peter, Seconded by Geoff, Carried.
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Treasurers Report. Elaine presented, Moved, by Elaine, seconded Sandra.
Carried.
Separate sheet Attached to minutes
Dating Officers. .
.
The President, then declared all positions vacant and asked Geoff Price to chair the
meeting and to continue with the election of office bearers
Nominations:
President. Only one nomination was sent in by email, Barbara Dearling was
accepted,
Seconded by Graham Allum.
Carried
Secretary.
Geoff Adcock. Was nominated by Sandra, Seconded by Betty, The
Secretary’s position was available for anyone to take it on, there were no takers.
Geoff accepted, Meeting declared Geoff, as Secretary.
Carried.
Treasurer. Elaine was nominated by Sandra. Seconded by Maureen,
. Meeting declared Elaine as Treasurer.
Carried.
Editor. Hedley has been doing this position since Janet retired from it last year, and
asked if anyone would be interested in doing it.
Graham Allum volunteered and nominated himself, Barbara seconded, Meeting
declared and Graham is now the Editor.
Carried.
Web Master. Peter sent in a nomination by email and was nominated by
Graham
. Seconded by Hedley.
.
Peter accepted. Meeting declared Peter as Web Master.
Carried
Dating Officer. Graham Allum was nominated by Barbara, seconded by Elaine.
Meeting declared Graham Allum as Dating Officer.
Carried.
General Business. Graham moved that membership fees remain at $20.00.
Seconded by Peter,
Carried.
Changes of Signatures, No changes needed this year, Club to stay with Heritage
Bank. Signatures will be Barbara Dearling, Geoff Adcock and Elaine Pakeman,
Secretary to fill out Office of Fair Trading form when they send it, attach Cheque and
post back to them.
Next AGM meeting, 2021 will be July, location TBA.
Barbara thanked Geoff Price for chairing the meeting.
Secretary to send letter of thanks to the Bellevue Hotel at Coominya for providing
the rear veranda for us to hold the AGM under cover.
Meeting closed 10:55 AM.
Geoff Adcock Secretary, Barbara Dearling President. AGM– July 2020.
------------------------aaaaagggggmmmmmAAAAAGGGGGMMMMMaaaaagggggmmmmm-------------------------
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Hints And TIPS FOR m0TORISTS
Compiled by the Technical Staff of “Australian motorist”
Before starting out see that all wheels are in place - one on each corner. It is essential that the petrol tank
should be intact. Holes should be attended to at once; soap or chewing gum will do it for you, but holes in
the bottom should be repaired during the next overhaul. If the engine refuses to start, turn on the switch. It
is a good plan to see how much petrol is in the tank occasionally.
The tank should have petrol added at least once every 1000 miles. A little oil in the engine is to be
recommended. Whilst putting oil in the crankcase, a little should be sprayed over the differential.
Engine knocks are sometimes hard to locate. If a connecting rod protrudes through the crankcase consult a reliable repairman - it may have broken. When the battery is completely dry, complain to your
battery service man, but before seeing him, refill the battery - it cuts out a lot of argument on his part, and
you may get a new one for less money.
In the event of the brakes being in order, apply them when desiring to stop. A sudden application can
cause excessive tyre wear. If a spring breaks, drive rapidly to your destination and get there before another
one has time to break. If a gasket blows out, use soap - soap is plentiful and new gaskets are not always
handy.
If the radiator starts to leak - water is plentiful - let it leak. In time the hole may rust up.
If the tailshaft falls out, replace it before proceeding. Don‘t tighten any nuts .How would you like to wear a
tight collar?
If your gearbox runs dry, don’t worry; there is nothing in it but a lot of gearwheels.
Some people recommend that the front axles be greased once or twice a year. This is a nuisance, and
can be avoided until the bearings give play. Their collapse will be indicated by excessive looseness.
Always leave your car where it will be in the way or is likely to be hit by another vehicle; it will make the
other fellow more careful in the future.
The hood cover should always be taken off and kept in the garage - it saves time when you- put up the
hood.
(Reprinted from the “Australian motorist”, 1925.)
----tttttrrrraaaavvvveeeellllaaaarrrroooouuuunnnndddd----

Graham’s travels, July August 2019.
This is the second part of my travels which you may recall from the last Moto Media. Following the
train trip I procrastinated for a week before hitching up the trailer and aiding Queensland’s rubbish
problem by taking an 87 Cadillac to Ballarat That trip went like this- load up and tie down the big
sod and pack things then head off lunch time Thursday July 18.
Overnight camping in the bus at Narrabri,
(Freezing!). First try of the single serve
breakfast, that Kerryn had packed into my
emergency food eskies, then on to
Temora. Well 1 K out of Narrabri the bus
coughed, spluttered, picked up so I
turned round and headed back to the
servo for a bug killing dose of ULP in the
diesel.
That done, back on the road. Dosed it
with ULP at every stop and made it to
Temora around dark.
Saturday (20th) Alex and I headed for
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Ballarat. Dosing the bus seemed to work but it was a slow trip with 2 ½ ton of Cadillac behind us.
Made Ballarat around 7PM; unloaded the Cadillac & stayed overnight with friends Gilbert & Rita
Coad, (49 Cadillac).
Sunday’s plan was to go to Eddie Ford’s farm where we dropped the trailer and drove over to
NarreWarren to pick up Emma’s 1982 Lincoln Town Car, then from there back to Melton to
overnight with Jim Hargraves, (Lincolns). Well not even out of Ballarat and the bus stopped again!
More ULP did not fix it this time. Had to blow the fuel line out & apply ULP direct
direc to the fine strainer
in the fuel pump. This cleared the line so then had to bleed the fuel line before we could go.
The rest of the day went according to plan with us back at Melton around 7PM.
Monday morning on the road again ; quickest way was turn off at Bacchus Marsh and go through
Hepburn, then to Eddie’s farm. Back at the farm we eventually towed out the 52 Lincoln of mine
that had been sitting there for a few years. Loaded it on to the trailer and went back into Newstead
with the keys.
After quite
te some time and much car talk(!) we headed off with me driving the bus with the trailer
and 52 Lincoln on that, while Alex drove the 82 Lincoln.
We made Tocumwal about 8 PM and stopped there as we had just entered NSW. Bus & Lincoln
going well, until we went to continue! 82 Lincoln would not start, battery flat! Alex has a mate, Matt
Henderson, in Tocumwal with a hanger. So after a quick jump start we headed to the airport to
put the 82 on charge, and we decided to camp there for the night.
We spent quite
ite some time talking about the Tocumwal aerodrome, which was a huge base during
WW2. So large that it had it’s own railway station with both NSW standard gauge and Vic wide
gauge train lines!! During the conversation at the hanger turns out that his father
fathe was apprenticed
to Stan Cordell, (Our aerodynamic Caravan)and worked with him through the 50s.
With the Lincoln on charge we went to bed, me snug in my covers in the bus and Alex with a
massive sleeping bag in the hanger. We slept well despite the cold night.

Packed up and off early, checking out the remaining old hangers and the engine testing shed still
on site.
Then the bus proceeded to stop about 5 times. Blowing out lines, pouring in ULP finally we made it
go and headed off, back through Wagga and on to Temora.
We parked the bus with the 52 still on the trailer in Alex’s driveway and headed off in the 82 for
Qld. Went like a Lincoln!!, 1100 Kms in 11 ½ hours and 28 MPG, (about 10 Lt/100).
One day stop over, Thursday (25th), then into Connie
ie (83 Lincoln Continental Mark VI), take a few
pics and back to Temora!
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Saturday we emptied years of rubbish and refuse from the 52 to find that it is not the wreck that
others said it was. Straight and rust free just missing bits used by the two previous owners when
restoring their Coupes. We put all the loose parts back in and took it over to Lloyd’s shed where
we unloaded it.

Left Tuesday (30th) Morning to return to Newstead, this time picking up a 59 Mercury. Arrived at
Newstead at 3PM. Eddie tried to move the car but it had been there for 30 years and a mere Jeep
was not going to budge it!
I bit the bullet and jacked up, blocked and removed all the wheels. AND camped over night at the
farm. Coldest night in Newstead for 30 years! All windows were completely iced over. Once again
into my single serve breakfast that Kerryn had packed! Could not start the bus with the manifold
heater, so ended up heating the inlet manifold with my portable oxy set! Then took the wheels into
Castlemaine to have tubes fitted to all 4 wheels.

Back to the farm and fitted the wheels. Problem with the front as the soil was so soft that the front
blocks had sunk, at an angle, over night!
So I had two jacks gingerly lifting a little on both sides until I had it in the air enough to reposition
the blocks, lower onto them, reposition the jacks then lift each and fit the wheels. Finally had it
ready to roll! Eddie came out and we towed it round the shed, across the paddock and to the yard
in front of the farm house. Eddie came out amazed, first time he had ever sat in the car and the
view that sold me sold him too!! I loaded the Mercury onto the trailer and headed firstly back to
Newstead to farewell Anita, then on the road. Stopped at Maldon for a pic near the dredge then
away again.
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Fuelled at Strathmerton but did not give it the dose of ULP as the Jerry can was empty. Stopped
before I made Tocumwal!! Took two goes to get it going then at 10PM the lights failed! I
immediately suspected the new light switch assembly so removed the steering wheel and changed
the light switch assembly, by headlight! Everything plugged in and… still no lights! Book says there
is a fuse but it is not in the Mazda version only the Traders. Google is my friend tells me that it
could be a fusable link which, I knew, is near the starter, underneath!
Pulled the fusable links and both meter ok! But I noticed that one of the connectors was hot so a
poor connection and the lights had been flickering which is why I went to the switch first! Crimped
the connector and refitted the links. All good! Off I go to find nothing open in Tocumwal so on to
Finley where I find a servo 10 minutes from his 11PM closing time. ULP! Dosed it up and moved to
the end of town where I camped the night! Another cold one!
Up and away early after another ULP dose, and straight onto Temora. Made the museum around
1PM., Thursday, August 1st.

While doing the Mercury wheels I noticed that the front spring front bushes on the bus had
disintegrated so spent Friday replacing them with the bus jacked high in the air in Alex’s driveway!
Simple job, just take the weight of, pull the front spring eye bolts push in the new bushes, refit the
bolt. Yeah well, the drag link is in the way on the right and the air filter is in the way on the left plus
other things jammed it in such a way that I could only just get the bolts out, one side at a time! But
then one at a time I fitted the bushes, spring eye bolts, air filter, drag link and lowered it back to the
ground. Two hour job took all day.

That done headed out next morning only to have it stop three times before I was out to the 100
zone. Back to Alex and we drained the fuel tank, flushed all the lines, the water trap and the fine
filter in the pump. We also fitted an in line filter before all the others in the hope that if it started the
same thing it would be that inline filter that clogged. Also bought some actual fuel treatment to stop
the diesel bug from starting. Rested up on Sunday which included a visit to the airport. Then
headed out Monday morning early,( August 5th) with a slow but good run back. Overnight at
Narrabri. Tuesday headed out again and I did not get fuel at Shell BoggaBilla. (Third time I have
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done that and third time the vehicle played up). Took me 2 hours to get through Toowoomba and
down the range. Finally home on Tuesday, August 6th.
So all of that had me clock up 13500 kms approximately!

Turns out the Mercury is a Canadian build, RHD, and the colour was only available on the
Canadian 59 Mercurys. But unfortunately I did not see a real vintage car the entire trip!
ooooohhhhhaaaaaMMMMMeeeeerrrrrcccccuuuuurrrrryyyyywwwwwooooowwwww

Borrowed from the Buick Club Newsletter.
The Buick Pre-War Run 24-07-2020 to 26-07-2020
Finally we were able to take our old cars on a decent car drive. The club committee decided that this run
would proceed as it fitted the COCID-19 guidelines. It was a fairly late decision which meant a bit of a
scramble finding dining venues and places to visit. Barbara and I decided that the usual tourist type places
were off-limits. No woolsheds, heritage villages or Cobb & Co museums. For dining out, however, there
was no choice but to mix it with the locals. The run was always going to be small due to concerns about the
virus by some members while others had commitments elsewhere.
Since the run was based in the Toowoomba – Highfields, this allowed some locals who would not normally
be involved, to participate. This included Ben and Toni Tanner from Jandowie in their 1922 model Buick
and Ben's brother and sister-in-law, Jim and Cathy, in their 1918 Dodge. Max and Laurie Webster, new
members to the club, took part in their two 1928 Buicks.
The run officially started at Grantham where Barbara and I met the Brisbane people at the Floating Cafe.
The name of the cafe is a result of the 2011 floods, in which the building now housing the cafe literally
floated next door where it came to rest against the neighbouring house. It's now a really pleasant venue for
weary travellers. Coffee and plenty of chat followed. We were joined there by Graham Allum and his
daughter Brittany, in their 1923 Lincoln. They are locals and members of the VVTE, a vintage only club of
which Barbara and I are members and they accepted our invitation to join us for coffee and later for lunch.
We were also joined by Warren, another VVTE member who just happened to driving past, saw some
familiar cars and decided to join us.
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From there we set sail for Toowoomba, brother Adrian and nephew Paul in Adrian's 1938, Stewart Talbot
and Col Hinxman in Stewy's 1931, Marty Jensen and Terese in Marty's 1940 and Graham and Brittany in the
Lincoln. We were travelling via the new Toowoomba By-Pass Road down a long hill when near disaster
struck. I was leading in the 30 when a wheel (yes, the left back) came adrift. Marty was close behind and got
a front seat view of the action. Following is Marty's version of what he saw:
The Wandering Wheel
by Martin Jansen
Mon, 27 Jul, 07:48 (1 day ago)
Martin's observation of the 1930 model Buick from Hedley Dearling losing a wheel on the way to
Toowoomba on the Buick Pre War rally.
After leaving Grantham from the Floating Café, on to Lawler’s Rd., meeting the A2 at Helidon.
Travelling along at about 80kms an hour when about 3ks from Toowoomba, going downhill, I observed
sparks from the left side of the vehicle. I said to Terese that the car was on fire and in a split second I saw
the wheel come out from under the mudguard, rise up, hit the body, jump up in the air and veer in front of
the car towards the centre barrier. It rolled upright hugging the barrier as it was slowing down. The bright
sparks were still coming from the backing plate as it was wearing down from the asphalt. I caught up with
Hedley and said I would follow the wheel so we would not lose it or roll off over the guard rail. The wheel
came to a halt so I pulled up on a wide shoulder section, walked over and rolled the wheel to my car. The
hubcap was still on and as I was rolling it could hear the axle nut and washer rolling inside the wheel. I
noticed that the hub as well as the wheel came off as a unit. As the wheel did not fall to the roadway, it did
not damage the hubcap in any way. Graham Allum had also pulled up by now with his daughter and she
offered to roll the wheel back to the car. Hedley also had rung the RACQ to get it tilt-trayed back to his
home. Col Hinxman and Paul Dearling jacked up the car and put the wheel back on with no axle key as this
was lost so it could be put on the truck on four wheels. When the vehicle was back home, Hedley had spare a
backing plate and some brake parts that were damaged as well as a new axle nut and key and was back on
the road that afternoon without too many dramas. A good result to a bad mishap.
My final comment to that is to express my gratitude to the helpers. Col and Paul worked tirelessly on Friday
afternoon to get the car back on the road. With a team as talented as that, almost nothing can stop you for
long.
Meanwhile the group from Grantham joined other members who weren't from Brisbane for lunch at the Blue
Mountain Hotel. I remained with the car and travelled via two different tow-trucks to Highfields and got
ready for the repair job.
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Dinner Friday night was at a Japanese restaurant located in central Highfields. The quality of food received
rave reviews from the group.
Saturday morning saw those of us staying in Highfields gather in the misty, mucky weather conditions and
proceed firstly along the northern boundary of Toowoomba then skirting around the western side of the city.
In the group there were two guests, both in MGs, one of whom was Barbara's and my neighbour Brian, who
would be our guide for our after-lunch visit. Also on the drive, we picked up members Marty in his 40 and
Ben and Toni in their 22 and Ben's brother in his 18. We didn't have to pick up new members Max and
Laurie as we were going to their home. The drive took us through Westbrook, a dormitory suburb of
Toowoomba, and eventually to the Toowoomba – Warwick road where Max and Laurie are based. It
transpires that they have a really stunning collection of cars, the two 28 Buicks being just a small part. Other
vehicles included a Porsche 911, Daimler V8, a Star model Mainline, a mid-fifties Citroen, a Humber Snipe
1948 model, a Chevy light-weight truck 1946 and others. Each of these vehicles is registered and drivable.
Max, Laurie and their daughter Helen and grandson also put on morning tea, making this a really pleasant
stopover.

Lunch was at the Bull and Barley Hotel, only about a 15 minute drive from our morning tea hosts. This is an
old country town hotel that has captured a significant trade through good service and good value meals. It
lived up to expectation despite COVID regulations being strictly enforced. Following lunch, neighbour
Brian lead a sizable collection of vehicles, not all members of our Buick group, to our next venue. This was
something quite special. It was yet another shed crawl but one with a difference. The owner, Col Shiller, has
put together a world class collection of pre- and post-war MGs and Morrises, the likes of which need to be
seen to be believed. He has racing cars, everyday cars and specials of which are so rare there are no others in
Australia and in one case, the world. His rarest model was elsewhere on display at the time of the visit but it
is literally a one-off. Afternoon tea was also provided on the verandah of his extensive house overlooking
the plains west of the Great Divide. From Col's place we proceeded directly back to Highfields where we
freshened up for dinner at the Highfields Tavern. It was an interesting day covering 100 kms, two diverse
but very interesting shed crawls and plenty of socialising.

Sunday arrived with more mist and fog but, since we were travelling only a small distance, this didn't cause
any inconvenience. We travelled from our meeting point to Brian's shed, which is next door to Barbara's and
my residence. Brian is a keen MG owner and has three cars, each different models. He is also a keen leadlight window decorator. His current project is a round window featuring his beloved MG-TC with associated
background. The ladies in the group, however, seemed more interested in Brian's wife's quilting which I am
told is really very good.
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From Brian's and June's place we went for a short drive around the Highfields main geographical features
ending at the Chocolate Cottage at 11:00 for brunch. This signalled the end of the run. All participants
seemed to enjoy the weekend. It was a good chance to welcome new members and to socialise with guests
from other clubs and to view car collections that are not normally available to the general public. Also a
great chance to get out and about after months of confinement. Hedley Dearling

-----ppppprrrrreeeeewwwwwaaaaarrrrrbbbbbuuuuuiiiiiccccckkkkk----At a computer expo, Bill Gates reportedly compared the computer industry with the auto industry and stated, “If GM
had kept up with technology like the computer industry has, we would be driving $25:00 cars that got 1,000 miles to
the gallon”.
In response to Bill’s comments, General Motors issued a press release stating: If GM had developed
technology like Microsoft, we would all be driving cars with the following characteristics:
1. For no reason whatsoever, your car would crash twice a day.
2. Every time they repainted the lines on the road, you would have to buy a new car.
3. Occasionally your car would die on the freeway for no reason. You would have to pull over to the side of the
road, close all the windows, shut off the car, restart it and reopen the windows before you could continue.
4. Occasionally, executing a manoeuvre such as a left turn would cause your car to shut down and refuse to start, in
which case you would have to reinstall the engine.
5. Macintosh would make a car that was powered by the sun, was reliable, five times as fast and twice as easy to
drive – but would run on only five percent of the roads.
6. The oil, water temperature and alternator warning lights would all be replaced by a single “This Car Has
Performed An Illegal Operation And Will Shut Down” warning light
7. The airbag system would ask “Are You Sure?” before deploying
8. Occasionally, for no reason whatsoever, your car would lock you out and refuse to let you in until you
simultaneously lifted the door handle, turned the key and grabbed hold of the radio antenna.
9. Every time a new car was introduced, car buyers would have to learn how to drive all over again because none of
the controls would operate in the same manner as the old car.
10. You’d have to press the “Start” button to turn the engine off.
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